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THE CHALLENGE OF MASSIVELY PARALLEL COMPUTING

DAVIDE. WOMBLE
SandiaNational Laboratories, “Albuquerque,NM, USA, 87185-1110

Since the mid-1980’s, there have been a number of commercially available par-
allel computers with hundreds or thousands of processors. These machkes have
provided a new capability to the scientific community, and they been used suc-
cessfully by scientists and engineers although with varying degrees of success. One
of the reasons for the limited success is the dMiculty, or perceived difficulty, in
developing code for these machines. In this paper we discuss many of the issues
and challenges in developing scalable hardware, system software and algorithms
for machines comprising hundreds or thousands of processors.

1 Introduction

Massively parallel computing has been around since the mid-1980s and
has been used by scientistsand engineers with varying degrees of success.
Presently,only a few institutionscontinueto usemassivelyparallelcomputers.
Most institutionsare currentlyinvestingin machineswith smallernumbersof
processors or clusters of workstationsand are using these machmes because
of their computing capacity instead of their computing capabilities.

Effectivemassivelyparallelcomputing hasthe reputationof being difficult
to achieve. Whether a specificapplication or use of thesereaches is, in fact,
difficult will be left up to the reader; however, it is true that there are many
issues that must be specifically addressed. It is SJSOtrue that these issues
span the range of hardware,system software,and algorithms,and that many
of these issuesare beyond most users’ control. Nevertheless,users must be
familiarwith the issuesif they areto use these machineseffectively2. It is the
purpose of this paper to discussthe major issuesaffecting massivelyparallel
computing.

We begin by defining massivelyparallel computing. The working deiini
tion for this paper will be the use of a sufficientnumber of processors that
particular attention must be paid to the issuesof scalabiMy. Of course, this
is application dependent. For example, in some simulations with explicit time

steps, 500 processors might not be considered massively pamllel. In other
applications, such as those that require multidimensionalFFTs, 50 proces-

*Sandia is a multiprogram laboratory operated by Sandia Corporation, a Lockheed
Martin Company, for the United States Department of Energy under Contract DEAC04-
94AL85000.
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sors might be”considered massively parallel. In practice, the effects of poor
scalability are often seen somewherebetween 50 and 100 processors. This is
where slow networks,serialbottlenecks and other non-scalableconstructsare
almost certain to show up.

Thk definition reduces the challenge of efficientmassivelyparallel com-
puting to one of scalability. In this paper, we will consider three aspects of
scalability: algorithms, hardwareand system software. Each of these has an
impact on overall efficiency of a simulationcode as does the interaction be-
tweenthe three. Hardwareoften gets a lot of attention. Machineswith tens of
thousandsof processorshave been built, and these machinesme often charac-
terized using things like communication-to-computationratios and bisection
bandwidths.

Scalable algorithmshave also been considered at length in the technical
literature. Computational scientistswork hard to parallelizeindividual ap-
plications codes and pay special attention to computational kernelslike the
solution of linear systemsof equations, FFTs, the solution of tridlagonalsys-
tems, and matrix transposition.

The scalability of system software and tools has received somewhat less
attention. Even though parallel capabilities have been added to operating
systems, they often require O(y2) time or memory. For example, a system
that requiresa table entry for each page of memory on each processorrequires
0(p2) memory. Also, tools likedebuggersdesignedfor thousandsof processors
are almost non-existent.

In this paper, we will examine each of the three aspects of scalability in
more detail. However,in light of the recent industry trend towardsthe use of
commodity components, we first state
Fallacy #1: A massivelyparallelcomputer isjust a collectionof workstations

The fact is that whaleworkstationscan be replicated and connected by
reasonably fast networks, the issuesof scalability discussedthroughout this
paper must be specifically addressed if the system is to scale to hundreds
or thousands of processors. If these issues are not addressed,a cluster of a
thousand workstationswill be used most effectively by running a thousand
small jobs simultaneously. In other words, this cluster provides computing
capacity, but it does not provide a new capability to a scientistor engineer.

After the section addressingthe scalability of algorithms,hardware and
sytem software,we will discussthe Cplant project at Smdla AiationalLabo-
ratories,which is an’attempt to develop a scalable clusterof workstations.
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2 Algorithms

Before discussing algorithms specifically, we must distinguishbetween two
types of efficiency. The firstis the traditional fixed-sizeparallelefficiency.

EP =
T(n, 1)

pT(n,p)’

where n is the problem size and p is the number of processorson which the
problem is run. This attempts to measure the effect of the parallelization,
including such factors as interprocessorcommunications.

One of the problems with this measure of performance is that it is not
consistentwith how parallelmachinesare used. Scientistsand engineerswant
a new capability, which usually means the abiMy to solve larger problems
faster than would be possibleon serialmachines. To incorporate the effect of
problem size we introduce a second type of efficiency,algorithmic efficiency,
which refers to how the computational requirementscales as the number of
unknowns increasesor as the desiredaccuracy increasescompared to a base
problem size n. The algorittiic efficiency can be written as

E = mT(n, p)
a

T(rnn,p)’

where m is the scaling factor for the problem size. This is, perhaps, less
informative and less formal than traditional algorithm analysis. However, it
does have the property that it is similar in style to the traditional parallel
efficiency and that it assignsan efficiency of 1 to an algorithmthat scales as
O(n), which is the goal of many algorithmsin modeling and simulation.

Combining these efficiencies,yields

E = EPEa =
mT(n, l) T(n,p)

pT(n,p)T(mn,p)’

which is the efficiency that scientistswould actually see as they scale the
problem to match machine capabilities. If m = p, that is if the scahng of
the number of processorsequalsthe scalhg of the problem size, the efficiency
becomes

E = T(n, 1)
T(pxn,p)’

whkh is the traditional definitionof scaled efficiencywhere the problem size
is increased in proportion to the number of processors.

An example of an algorithm that achieves good parallel efficiency, but
poor algorithmic efficiency,is Jacobi iteration. An example of an algorithm
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that achieves good algorithmic efficiency, but poor parallel efficiency, is the
solution of a tridlagonallinearsystem. If a choice mustbe made, an algorithm
with good algorithmicefficiencyis to be preferredover one with good parallel
efficiency in ahnost all cases. This leads us to state the following.
Fallacy #2: A massivelyparallelcomputer can make a bad algorithmgood.

In other words, if the algorithmis not the preferredone for a problem of
sizenon a serialmachine,it is not likelyto be the preferredone for a problem
of the same size on a parallelmachine.

We can also divide algorithmsinto two types. The first type is soiuers.
The term here is used broadly, and includes algorithmsthat are used both
in serial and parallel implementationsof codes. The second type is enabling
algorithms. These algorithmsare specific to parallelimplementations,and in-
clude things Iiie load balancingand algorithmsfor explicitmatrix transposes.
In some sense, these algorithmsare purely parallel overhead, and the perfor-
mance of parallel codes requires that special attention be paid to efficient,
scalable implementations.

Scalability must receive special consideration when parallelizing either
solver or enabling algorithms. There are two very important issuesthat must
be addressedif a code is to be scalable.

1.

2.

Load balance. That is, the processors must have the same amount of
work

Data locaMy. That is, the data needed by a processor must be in the
memory of that processor.

These two issues can be combined into the single issue of data placement,
although we prefer to keepthem separate.

In the case of load balance, if one processor has more work than others, a
serialbottleneck is created. If this extra work does not decreasein proportion
to the number of processors (and this is usually the case in real applications
whereload imbalancesme often causedby a serialcomponent of the algorithm
orimbalancedcommunications),scalabilityis severelylimited. Load balancing
is often consideredwhen domaindecomposition methods axeused; however,it
seemsto receive little attentionwhen master-slaveimplementationsare used,
and as a result, many master-slaveimplementationsare not scalable.

The issue of data locality is not unique to parallel machines; it is also
essentiaJto good cache performanceon serialmachines. However,the impor-
tance of data locality is magnifiedon parallelmachmesbecause of increased
latenciesand lower bandwidthsbetween processors (compared to local mem-
ory latencies and bandwidths). The goal of the programmer (or compiler) .
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must be to build data structuresand distribute data to processors to mini-
mize the time spent in the overhead of interprocessorcommunication. The
desire of programmers to ease the burden of programming parallel machhe
has made shared memory programming models attractive. But despite the
added difficultyof explicit messagepassing,it has the advantagethat it forces
the programmer to addressthe issueof data locality.

Many machinesare moving towardsa global addressspace to simpl@ the
task of parallel programmingg. We would like to point out here that having a
global address space, by itself, does not prevent scalability. Rather it is the
dependency on compilersand hardwarefor internodetransfersand the illusion
that data locality is not important that causes problems. To justfi this
observation, we can considermemory associatedwith anothernode as simply
another layer in the memory hierarchy. It is well known that depending on
compilersand hardwareto restructurea code for cache performancecan result
in significantperformance penalties, even with the relativelysmall latencies
for a cache miss.

3 Hardware

Hardware receives a lot of attention. Indeed, most press releaseshighlight
numbersof processors, theoreticalpeak speeds,Lhpack benchmarkresultsor
some other measureof performancethat focuseson the hardwarecapabilities.
In view of this, we state
Fallacy #3: Peak FLOPS is a good measureof a machhes capabilities,

and the related
Fallacy #3a: Llnpack is a good measureof a machinescapabilities.

The truth is that hardwareperformanceis an important ingredientin the
high performance equation but is not by itself sufficient. Lmpack plays an
important role as a widely accepted benchmark and as an acceptance test,
but representsaccurately the performance of only a few applications.

In any parallel computer, single-processorperformance and communica-
tion network performance drive overallperformance. Single-processorperfor-
mance, in turn, is limited by processor computing rates and by memory bus
bandwidths, wherethe latteris the liiting factor in most modern processors.
To illustratethis, we compare the DEC EV-5 and the DEC EV-6 processors.
At a given clock speed, both processorshave the same theoretical peak flop
(floating poixrtoperations) rates. However,based on actualruns of real appli-
cations at Sandia National Laboratories, the EV-6 achievesa 2.5 to 3 times
performanceincreaseprimarilythrough improvementsin the memory bus and
the processor integer unit. .
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The performance of the interprocessor communication network is also
important. Unliie computations, interprocessor communication is entirely
overhead associatedwith parallelism.It is generallycharacterizedin terms of
latency and bandwidth, wherelatency is the time requiredto start a message
transfer and bandwidth is the rate at which data can be transferredbetween
processors. Different codes requiredifferentcapabilities. Codes, like the Lm-
pack benchmark, that are able to collect and send large messages require
high bandwidths and are less sensitiveto high latencies. However, codes like
unstructuredfinite element-basedsimulations,tend to send smallermessages
and require low latencies.

It is difficult to identify a one-size-fits-allbalance between computational
speeds and network latenciesand bandwidths. However, in the many appli-
cations run on massivelyparallelcomputers at SandiaNationalLaboratories,
we have found that for the currentgenerationof processors (e.g., DEC EV-5,
Intel Pentium 11), acMe\ableIatenciesin the range of ten microseconds and
achievablebandwidths of about 300 Mbytes/see (approximatelyone byte per
second for each achievablefloatingpoint operation per second) allow codes to
scale to thousands of processors.

In the preceding paragraph,we skirted the issue of network topology by
specif@g that we use achievablebandwidths during code execution for our
comparisons. However,networktopology can play a crucialrole in bandwidths
actually achieved. For example,if a networkis organized as a tree, and if the
bandwidthsnear the trunkof the tree are no largerthan those near the leaves,
a code runningon all processorswill see significantlylowerbandwidths than a
code running on just two processors. Thk is, of course, due to the bottleneck
at the trunk of the networktree.

Another important issueis the reliabilityof the hardware. While this does
not tiect a machbes performance dkectly, it certainly a.fTectsthe usability.
To illustratethe point, n-enote that most usersfind it tolerablethat the work-
station (or PC) on their deskcrashesonce a month. But a rnache comprising
1,000 of those same workstationswould be expected to crash approximately
every 45 minutes and a machine comprising 10,000 of those workstations
would be expected to crashapproximatelyevery 4 minutes. This would make
the machine completely unusable. Indeed, some massivelyparallel computers
cannot even load a job in thk amount of time.

In this section, we have mentionedseveralhardwareissuesaffecting scal-
ability of a computer to thousandsof processors. In fact, significantprogress
has been, and continues to be, made by hardware vendors in all of these
areas. For exampel, processor performance continues to follow the curve of
Moore’s law. The greaterchallengeto vendorsof massivelyparallelcomputers
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is system software, whkh is discussedin the next section.

4 System Software

In this section, we discuss the impact of system softwareon scalability. We
use the term broadly to include, not only the operating system, but also the
developmentenvironment,e.g., compilersand debuggers. As with algorithms
and hardware, there are significantissuesthat must be addressedin systems
scalable to hundreds or thousandsof processors.

The operating system has been and continues to be a major limitation
in achieving scalability to thousands of processors. For example, “features”
that severelyItilt scalabtity include

1. Size of the operating system. Yes, memory is cheap (at present),
but enough memory to load an operating system that requires tens of
megabytes and that must be replicated thousands of times is still ex-
pensive. There are additional reasons to limit the size of the operating
system. First, it takes significanttime to boot a machinewith a heavy-
weight operating system. Second, increasedsize usuallymeans increased
complexity, which meansreduced stability,and it was pointed out in the
previous section that the effect of reduced stability is severein massively
parallel computers.

Increased complexity also means more interactionsbetween the OS and
the users code. For example, interrupts can have the same effect as a
serial bottleneck in a users code. As an extreme case, suppose a code
synchronizesevery 100microseconds,that the code is perfectly balanced,
that the OS generatesan interruptrandomly but on averageonce a sec-
ond, and that the interruptlasts 10 microseconds. (In fact, Linux on an
Alpha generates1024interuptsper second.) On a two-processormachine,
this results in a 0.001% reduction in scaled efficiency,because two out
of every 10,000 synchronizationsare delayed. (Actually, the reduction in
efficiency is slightly lesssince there is a small chance that the two inter-
rupts occur during the same synchronizationinterval.) But on a 10,000-
processor machine, this resultsin worst case scaledefficiencyof 90% and
an expected scaled efficiency of 94Y0. (The number of syncrhonizations
intervalsthat are not interruptedhave a Poisson distributionwith mean
10,000/e = 3679.) The fact is that many of the featuresthat drive up
the size of the OS arenot necessaryon the compute nodes of a massively
parallel computer.

2. Support for multipleusersand timesharing. Tme shiningcomputenodes

...— .. =.-77 -,... . . -. .. . .. . . . . . -------- .. —.. —,,.
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3.

4.

in a massivelyparallelcomputerhasthe sameeffect (althoughmuch more
severe) as OS interrupts.To illustratethis, considera machine with 100
processors that is time shared by two users. Half of the time on each
shared processor is allocated to one user who has a code loaded on all
100 processors, and half of the time is allocated to the second user who
has a code loaded on 50 processors. If each job requiresthe same wall-
clock time, the toml usage of the machine is only 75%. A better way
to use the machine is to allocate to usersthe number of nodes on which
their code runs effemively,to guaranteethem 100% of the time on those
nodes, that is to space sharethe machine.

Support for virtualmemory. In principle,virtual memoryis a good thing,
but only for worksrations. The problem is that virtual memory adds a
lot of overhead. Even on a workstation, a simulationthat uses virtual
memory can takemanytimeslonger than the samesimulationrunningon .
a machine with suf%cientphysical memory. On a parallelcomputer, the
situation is worse. First, swapping often appears as a serial bottleneck,
in much the sameway as OS interruptsdescribed in item 1, although the
effect is much worse. Second, unlessthere is a dNkon each node, there is
either networkcontentionor dkk contention as processorsvie for limited
disk resources.

Cache coherency across processors and attempts at distributed shared
memory. The promiseof cache coherency coupled with a global address
space and a sharedmemory parad@n is that the user can worry about
the parallelismin rhe computation without worrying about the paral-
lelismin (location of) the data. The problem is that implementationsof
cache coherency typicallyscale as 0@2) in total memory and work. This
may be fine on a very smallnumber of processorsbut not on thousands
of processors. Algorithmsthat incur 0(p2) overhead are not considered
scalable and neithershould system softwarewith the same scaliig. An-
other problem with havingthis capability is that userswill use it. But as
was dkcussed in the algorithmssection, the location of the data and the
management of communicationsis critical in achieving scalable perfor-
mance. Both of these are left to general purpose system softwarewhkh
is usually much lessthan optimal.

There are also several problems that persist in system software even
though they are known to prevent scalability and have been eliminated in
all successfulimplementationson massivelyparallelmachines. Two examples
follow.
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2.

Linear processor loads. A job is usually started on a massivelypmdlel
computer by loading a users code on each processor on which the code
is to execute. If this is done in a linear fashion, i.e., one processor at
a time, the overhead is O(p). However, since the same code is usually
loaded on each processor, a Iogrithmic load is possible, which has over-
head O(log(p)). On a 1000-processormachine, the difference is a factor
of 100: a job that should take 30 seconds to load and start would take
almost an hour. This is hardly an efficient use of expensive massively
parallel computer hardware.

Preallocated communication buffers for each processor. There are also
some operating system implementationsthat prezdlocatea communica-
tion buffer correspondingto each processor from which a messageis ex-
pected during the code execution (at least equal in size to the largest
messageexpected during the execution). The problem is that for codes
in which all-to-all communicationsare expected or possible (or if the OS
cannot identify or does not allow the user to specify the communication
pattern), 0(p2) memory is required. On a 1000-processormachine, it
is possible that hundredsof megabytes of memory must be reservedfor
communication bufferson each node.

Many of these problems arise ikom the mistakenview that workstation
operating systemsthat focus on user interactionsare also good for massively
parallel computing. (II-e refer to this as a workstation menta.My.) One so-
lution is to take advantageof the fact that nodes in massivelyparallel com-
puters typically serve a particularpurpose and to use a partitionedmodel for
the operating system. For example, a workstationoperating system can (and
should) be used on the servicenodes, i.e., nodes on which users log in, com-
pile code, and queue jobs to the compute nodes. A stripped down operating
systemfocusing on a minimalset of services, includingefficientinterprocessor
communicationscan then be used on compute nodes. A similar phdosophy
applies to 1/0 nodes, or other special-purposenodes.

Parallel developmentenvironmentsand tools also suffer from a worksta-
tion mentality, although in a somewhat different fashion. The challenge in
this case is to collect, processand present data from many processorsin such
a way that the user cm quickly develop, debug or improve the performance
of code for parallel computers. The problem is that most vendors are trying
to simply extend currenttools without sufficientlyaddressingthe problemsof
scalability. Some of these challengesare the following.

1. The tools must themselves be efficient, scalable, distributed memory
codes. .
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2. The tools must be able to collect, organize and present much larger
datasets to the programmer

3. There is a new set of problems that face programmers and the tools
must be able to present data in such a way as to make these problems
easy to identify. For example, a debugger must present data such that
deadlocks due to messagepassing problems are obvious. This may not
be difficult when programmersare explicitly programmingthe message
passing, but it will become more difficult as compilersattempt to hide
more and more of the complexities of distributed memory parallelism
from the programmer.

Finally in thk section, we mention compilers. Much has been accomp-
lished on compilers that identify parallelism,or otherwiseattempt hide or
simplify the task of writing parallel code, but they are not able to produce
scalable code for massively parallel computers. The problem is that while
the parallelismin a simulationmay be obvious at the level of the physics or
the model (e.g., a domain decomposition approach), it is usuallynot obvious
at the code level. Compilersgenerally consider fine-grainparallelismat the
level of inner loops, whereasthe physics-basedparallelismis often at the level
of the outer loop. As a simple example, a compiler may be able to see that
a finite-differencecode performs most of its calculationson one-dimensional
arrays and partition the work accordingly. But it may miss the fact that
the one-dimensional array comes from a three-dimensionalproblem and that
communication may be significantlyreduced if a different decomposition is
used. Compilers also depend on easilyunderstood, reedar data structuresto
identify parallelism,but data structuresare not alwaysree~lar. For example,
finite element simulationsusually involve irregular data structuresand rely
heavily on indirect addressing.

Many of the tools availableto programmersare effectivefor smallnumbers
of processors. Thk representsone approach: to start with small numbers of
processors and attempt to evolve the tools to large numbers of processors
as techniques evolve. It is our opinion that the problems of scalabiMy and
massiveparallelism,both for operatingsystemsand tools, shouldbe addressed
up front and specifically. We willthen end up with better tools and thesetools
will port easily to smallernumbers of processors. In other words, just as in
the cases of algorithms and hardware,scalabilityshould be addressedfirst. -
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5 Cpkult

Tightly-integrated, custom designed massively parallel machines have con-
tinued to increase in cost until very few institutions or industries are able
to afford them or willing to buy them. As a result, the recent trend is to
assemblemassively parallel machines as much as possible horn commodity
(workstation and network) components. The trap in this approach is to fall
into the workstation‘mentality,that is that massivelyparallel computers can
be designed and used just like workstations. The result of this thinking is a
machinewith a large capacity,but one that does not provide a new capability
to scientistsor engineers. (Of course, to be fair, capacity maybe exactly what
is needed in many cases.)

Sandia National Laboratories has begun a project to design, build and
put into production a scalable machine of commodity components that in
fact provides a new capability1. The machme is called Cplant. Thk machine
currentlyconsistsof over 1,000 DEC EV-5 and EV-6 based workstationswith
a Myrinet interprocessornetworkand a versionof the Linux operating system
on each node. The largestsingle “piece” of Cplant is currently 604 nodes.

Scalability is being addressedfrom the start.

1. System designers are working to provide as low latency and as much
of the myrinet bandwidth to applications as possible. Thk has involved
developingextensionsto Lmux focused on messagep~sing. Furthermore,
the network has been designed so as not to introduce communication
bottlenecks between switches.

2. Designershave addressedthe reliabilityproblem both through good hard-
ware design (e.g., proper cooling and power supplies), through strong
diagnostics, and by including a diagnostic networkthat enables manage-
ment of individual nodes.

3. Designersare building a range of tools, includingdebuggersand resource
management (e.g., queuing) that specifically addressthe massivelypar-
idlel computing environment.

4. Designershave used a partitioned approach. Nodes have specific func-
tions (e.g., computation, service,1/0 or management),which enablesthe
softwareon each node to do one thing reliably and well.

The Cplant focus hasbeen on the hardwareand systemsoftwareaspects,
and in thk they have been successful. Codes that scale well to thousands
of processors on machmesliie Sandia’s Teraflops compter currently scale to .

—— ... , ,..
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hundreds of processors on Cplant. It is expected that these codes will scale
to thousandsof processorswith a s@eduled doubling of the bandwidth of the
communication network and with continued improvementsin such areas as
operating system design and 1/0.

6 Conclusions

The primary conclusion of this paper is that scalability takes extra effort
and investment in algorithms, hardware and system software. In the case
of algorithms, this responsibilityfalls to the user or code developer, although
parallellibrariesand other common softwarecamgreatlyreducethe work. The
primzwyissuefor the code developer is data placement (data locality and load
balance). Also, parallelismis found primarily in the physics of the problem,
not in the code, and the most effectivecode is the product of a developerwho
understandsthe problem.

The scalabilityof hardwareand systemsoftwareis most often the respon-
sibility of the vendor. For hardware, the primary issueis providing commu-
nication between processors that matches the compu~ationalcapabilities of
today’s processors. For system software, the challengeis to provide a robust
operating systemwith scalablealgorithmsand without serialbottlenecksthat
and tools that collect, processand presentthe largeamountsof data generated
by massivelyparallelcomputers. For both hmdware and systemsoftware,the
issueof reliabilitymust be addressed.

Jn each of these areas, we have found a “workstation mentalityfl that
is, the desire to ignore the challenge of scalability and to design and use a
massively parallel computer in exactly the same fashion as a workstation.
This approach almost alwaysleads to failure. Scalabilitymust be designedin
from the beginning, and the reward for doing so is a new capability for the
scientistamdengineer.
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